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Abstract
Theobjective of this paper is to propose a novel
approach to automatically reason formulae of
laws and their solutions. Our approach takes an
intermediate position betweenthe deductive approaches such aa dimension-baaedand symmetrybased reasoning and the empirical approaches
such as BACON.
It does not require a priori insights into the objective systembut data through
measurement,and hence it can be applied to various domains like BACON
and is not limited to
physics. In spite of its data-driven feature, the
solutions of the formulae obtained by our approach are ensured to be sound similasly to the
dimension-baaedapproach. The basic idea is the
combineduse of deductive "scale.based reason.
ing" and data-driven reasoning. Especially, the
scale-based reasoning is the main part in this
study. The features of our approach are demonstrated by deriving the basic formulaeof the ideal
gas law and Black’s specific heat law. The scalebased reasoning mayprovide a basis to develop
qualitative modelsof ambiguousdomainssuch aa
biology, psychology,economicsand social science.
This will also contribute to the research area of
knowledgediscovery.

Introduction
Over the many years, methods to automatically derive
formulae of physical laws and their solutions have been
explored on the basis of physical dimensions of quantities. One of the early work is a method called dimensional analysis based on the product theorem(Bridgman 1922; Bhaskar & Nigam 1990).
Product Theorem Assuming absolute significance of
relative magnitudes of physical quantities, the function f relating a secondary quantity to the appropriate primary quantities, x,y, .... has the form: f cxaybze .... , whereC, a, b, c, ... are constants.
A simple example of the dimensional analysis is
to derive the basic formula of oscillation period t[T]
from mass m[M] and spring constant K[MT- 2] in
case of horizontal oscillation of a massby a frictionless
spring. The product theorem applies and it says that

b. The exponent b must be -1/2 to equalize
t = ClmaK
the dimension of IT] on the both sides. Also, a must be
-b to cancel out the dimension of [M] on r.h.s., hence
a = 1/2. Consequently, we obtain 1/
t 9.
= CI(m/K)
There is another important theorem that is called as
Buckingham If-theorem(Buckingham 1914; Bhaskar
Nigam 1990).
Buckingham If-theorem/re(x, y, ....)
: is a c omplete equation, then the solution can be written in the
form F(HI,II2,...,IIn_r)
= 0, where n is the number
of arguments of ~, and r is the basic number of dimensionsin x, y, z ..... For all i, IIi is a dimensionless
number.
Basic dimensions are such dimensions as length [L],
mass [M] and time IT], sealing quantities independently of other dimensions in the given ¢. This theorem can be used together with the product theorem to obtain the oscillation period tiT] of a simple
pendulum depicted in Fig. 1 from its stick length
I[L], gravity acceleration gILT-2] and deviation angle 0 [no dimension]. We can find two dimensionless quantities II1 = t(g/l)V2 and II2 = O, and derive the basic formula of the solution as F(IIl,IIg.)
F(t(g/l)ll2,o)
= 0 based on the theorem. Using
these dimensional analysis techniques, Bhaskar and
Nigamintroduced a concept "regime" which is a formula pi(IIi, x, y, ...) = 0 defining a dimensionless quantity IIi(Bhaskar & Nigam 1990). In the above example, t(g/l) 1/~ and 0 are the regimes. Also, they defined an "ensemble" which is a set of regimes contained
in a complete equation F(III,II2, .... ,II,_r) = 0.
the example,F(t(g/l) 1P, 0) = 0 is an ensemble. The
regime refers to a decomposable subprocess. Every
quantity in a regime interacts with any quantities outside of the regime via a dimensionless quantity. An
ensemble stands for a complete physical process in the
system. Based on these definitions, a qualitative reasoning method was proposed, where irrelevant argument descriptors are eliminated when a physical formula is derived(Bhaskar & Nigam 1990). An advantage of the dimension-based methods is that a sound
set of solutions is obtained for the physical formula
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Figure h A simple pendulum

any a priori knowledge of the objects. However, the
heuristics in the search algorithm does not have theoretical firm bases, and is limited to enumerate polynomial and meromorphic formulae only. Accordingly,
the set of the solutions obtained is not ensured to be
sound and complete.
The above past work employs the following assumptions.
Assumption 1 The relation among quantities under
consideration is represented by a complete equation.
Though Bhaskar and Nigam demonstrated the applicability of their dimension-basedmethodto the systems consisting of multiple complete equations, the
specification of a set of quantities is required for each
complete equation in the framework, and thus this assumption must be maintained. Their dimension-based
approach also requires the following assumptions.
Assumption 2 The type of scales of physical quantities is limited to ratio scale.
Assumption 3 Given a regime pi(Hi, Z, y, ...)
= O, either one of the following conditions holds.
1) It is a unique regime of a complete equation.
2) For each quantity x in Pi, any other regimes do not
contain x, or any other regimes are related in such a
way that x does not change Hi from outside of Pi.

Another method to automatically derive physical
formulae is symmetry-based approach. Ishida applied the principle of symmetry to physical domains,
and proposed the symmetry-based reasoning (Ishida
1995). The system he developed searches for the invariant physical formula O under a given set of isomorphic mappings {Sqli = 1, .... n}. Each ~ holds
the symmetric relation of O, i.e., O = T/(O). The
types of mapping ~ supported by the system are
translation and dilation of quantity scales and permutation of the positions of quantities in the formula. In the example of the simple pendulum, we
can apply further constrains of symmetryon the form
F(t(g/l) 1/2,0). One is phase translatory symmetry
on t, and this gives F(t(g/l)l/2,0)
= F((t(g/l)l/2
2m~r, 0), where mis an integer. Another is mirror symmetry of the time and angle 0 giving F(t(g/I) 1/2, 0)
F(-t(g/l)l/2,-O).
A formula satisfying these constraints is 0 = sin(t(g/l)V~). This methodalso utilizes
the explicit knowledgeof physical characteristics of the
object in terms of symmetry. A disadvantage may be
the lack of the soundness and completeness of the solution, because the way the search is made is based on
heuristics.
In contrast with these physical knowledge based
methods, a challenge to discover the formulae of the
first principles involved in the objective system has
been made by BACON(Langley & Zytkow 1989)
the data-driven framework. BACON
derives formulae
by using heuristic search algorithm. The objects in
various domains can be modeled, since it does not use

The assumption 2 is the restatement of the assumption in the product theorem, i.e., the absolute
significance of relative magnitudes of physical quantities.
Thoughthe quantities of the ratio scale are
quite commonin various domains, another scale type
of quantities called as "interval scale" is also widely
encountered as explained later. The assumption 3
was recently pointed out by Kalagnanam and Henrion(Kalagnanam, Henrion, & Subrahmanian 1994).
The data-driven approach of BACON
assumes the following environment of data measurement.
Assumption 4 The measurements on the relation in
any subset of quantities in a complete equation can be
made while holding the other variables constant under
an experimental environment, and the measured data
can be sequentially used to reason the formula relating
the variables.
The objective of this paper is to propose a novel approach to automatically reason formulae of laws and
their solutions. Our approach takes an intermediate
position between the deductive approaches such as
dimension-based and symmetry-based reasoning and
the empirical approaches such as BACON.The following theoretical aspects removing the limitations of
assumptions 2 and 3 are newly introduced.
1) The sound relations amongquantities of ratio and
interval scales within a regime are characterized.
2) The product theorem is extended to involve interval
scale quantities.
3) An algorithm to identify regimes partitioning the
set of quantities in an ensemble is proposed.

of each regime without much knowledge of the system
configuration. However,this methodutilizes the physical insights into the objective system that is described
by the unit dimension of each quantity. For instance,
the unit [ML/T2] of force f and the unit [L/T2] of
acceleration a implicitly state the well-knownrelation
f = ma, where m is a mass having the unit [M].
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Based on these aspects, our approach can derive a
sound set of solutions of the formulae for each regime
similarly to the dimension-based approach while maintaining the advantage of the data-driven approach such
as BACON,
i.e., it does not require a priori insights
into the objective system but data obtained through
the measurements, and it can be applied to various
domains and is not limited to physics. The basic
idea of our approach is the combined use of deductive
scale-based reasoning and data-driven reasoning. Especially, the scale-based reasoning is the main part in
our present study. The other two assumptions remain
the same in our approach at present.

Basic Principle of Scale-Based
Reasoning
At the end of the 19th century, Helmholtz originated
a research field of "measurement theory" (Helmholtz
1887). Since after he tried to obtain a systematic
model of measurement processes, many literatures
have been published on that topic in the 20th century. Amongthose literatures,
Stevens defined the
measurement process as "the assignment of numerals
to object or events according to ruled’ (Stevens 1946).
He claimed that different kinds of scales and different
kinds of measurement are leaded, if numerals can be
assigned under different rules. Andhe categorized the
quantity scales for the measurement based on (a) the
operation rule of the assignment and (b) the mathematical properties (group structure) of the quantities.
The scale categories he defined are reproduced in Table I. The scales having analytical group structures
are the interval scale and the ratio scale, and these
are the majorities of quantities in physical domains,
some psychological, economical and sociological domains. The examples of the interval scale quantities
are temperature in Celsius and Fahrenheit, time (not
time interval), and sound tone (proportional to the order of white keys of a piano). The zero point level of
their scales are not absolute, and are changeable by human’s definitions. The exampleof the ratio scale quantities are physical mass, absolute temperature, interval
length, acceleration, time interval, frequency, population (large enough to view as continuous) and currency
value. Each has an absolute zero point, and the ratio
of different two values xl/x2 is invariant against their
unit change, i.e., (kxl)/(kx2)
= Xl/X2. Weshould
note that the scale is different from the dimension. On
the other hand, the scale just represents the definition
of the measurement rule. Wedo not know what the
force (ratio scale) divided by acceleration (ratio scale)
means within the knowledge of scales. Another point
we should clarify is that dimensionless quantities are
the quantities of absolute scale having the group structure of x~ = z, because any change of units is not deft d
n~u~eclaimed that the basic formula of the functional
relation between two quantities can be determined by

Table 1: Scale types
Basic Empirical
Operations
Nominal Determination of
equality
Scale

Mathematical
Group Structure
Permutation group
X’ = f(x), where
f(x) means any oneto-one substitution.
Isotonic group
27~=y(27), where
f(27) meansany
monotonicincreasing
function.
Generic linear group
271=k 27+c

Ordinal

Determination of
greater or less

Interval

Determination of
equality of intervals or differences
Determination of Similarity group
equality of ratios
27’ ~ k27

Patio

the scale features of these two quantities, if the quantities are not coupled through any dimensionless quantities(Lute 1959). Twoexamples will make his theory
comprehensive. Suppose z and y are both ratio scale
quantities, and y is defined by x through a continuous
functional relation y = u(x). First, we assume that
the form of u(x) is logarithmic, i.e., y = logx. We
can multiply a positive constant k to x, i.e., a change
of unit, without violating the group structure of the
ratio scale quantity x shownin Table 1. However,this
leads u(kz) = log k + log z, and this fact causes the
shift of the origin of y by log k, and violates the group
structure of y which is the ratio scale quantity. Hence,
the functional relation from x to y must not be logarithmic. Next, we assume that y = u(x) - a. I n t his
case, the change of unit leads u(kx) = kaxa, and this
causes the change of unit of y by the factor of k3. Since
this is admissible for the group structure of y, y = ~:a
is one of the possible relations between x and y.
Now,our interest moves to derive the most generic
formula of the continuous functional relations between
two ratio scale quantities x and y. As the admissible
transformations of x and y in their group structures
are x~ = kx and y~ = Ky respectively, the relation of
y = u(x) becomes as y’ = u(x’) ~ Ky = u(kx). The
factor K of the changed unit ofy maydepend on k, but
it shall not depend upon x, so we denote it by K(k).
Consequently, we obtain the following constraints on
the continuous function u(x).
u(kx) = g(k)u(x),
where k > 0 and K(k) > 0 aa these are the factors
of the changed units. The constraints for the different
combinations of the scale types are summarizedin Table2 (Luce 1959). Luce derived each solution of u(x)
under the condition of x > 0 and u(x) > O. We extended his theorems to cover the negative values of x
and u(x). Our new theorems are represented bellow.
Lemma1 The function u(x) satisfying Constraint
Washio
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Table 2: Constraints on functional relations due to the scale characteristics
Scale Types
Dependent
(Defined)
variable
ratio
ratio
ratio
interval
interval
ratio
interval
interval

On Independent
No. variable

Constraints

Comments*

1
2
3
4

u(kx) =K(k)u(x)+C(k)

k>0, K(k) >0
k > O,K(k)
k > O, K(k, c) >

u(k=+c)=K(k,c)~(~)
u(kx+c)=g(k,c)u(x)+C(k,c)

k > o, K(k,~)>

*c and C can be any real numbers.

in Table 2 has the following property.
z=0~y=u(0)=0
andy=u(x)=O~x=O
Proof. If z = O, then Constraint 1 becomes u(O)
K(k)u(O). Thus, if u(O) ¢ 0 then = 1, i. e.,
u(kz) = u(x). However, u having this group structure must be an absolute scale, i.e., dimensionless, and
this is contradictory to the definition of u. Therefore,
y = u(0) = 0. Ify = u(x) = O, then Constraint
becomes u(kz) = K(k)u(z) = O. This relation
independent of k. Therefore, x = O.
Lemma2 The function u(x) satisfying Constraint
in Table 2 has the following property. For x >
O, u(x)/u(1) is always positive. For x < O, u(x)/u(-1)
is alwayspositive.
Proof. From the Lemma1, y = u(x) does not change
its sign except at the origin (x, y) = (0, 0). Thus,
sign of u(x) is identical with that of u(1) whenx
Therefore, u(x)/u(1) > O. Also, the sign of u(x)
identical to that of u(-1) when x < O. Therefore,
u(x)lu(-1)
Theorem 1 If the independent and dependent con-

tinuaarebothratioscales,thenu(:c)= a,l:cl~,where
a* = a+ for x > O,a. = a_ for :c < 0 and where 13 is
independent of the units of both quantities.
Proof.
1) In case of x > O, set :c = 1 in Constraint 1, then
u(k) = K(k)u(1), so K(k) = u(k)/u(1).
straint I becomes u(k:c) = u(k)u(:c)lu(1).

Lemma
e, let v(:c) = log[u(x)/u(1)],
thenv(k:c)
log[u(k:c)/u(i)]
= log[{u(k)lu(1)}{u(:c)lu(1)}]
=

log[u(k)/u(1)] + log[uC:c)lu(1)] = v(k)
Since u is continuous, so is v, and it is well known
that the only continuous solutions to the last functional equation are of the form v(:c) = 81ogx =
logxa. Thus, u(:c) = u(1):c~ a+za.
2) In case of x < O, set x = -1 in Constraint 1, then
uC-k) = K(k)u(-1), so K(k) = u(-k)/u(-1).
Thus, Constraint 1 becomesu(k:c) = u(-k)u(x)/
u(-1). Based on Lemma2, let v(:c) = log[u(:c)/
u(- 1)1,thenv(kx)= log[u(k:c)/u(- 1)]
log[{u(-k)/u(- 1) }{u(z)/u(- 1)}1
log[u(-k)/u(-1)] + iog[u(:c)/u(- 1)] = v(-k) + v(:c).
The only continuous solutions to the last functional
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equation are of the form v(:c) = 81og(-:c) =
log(-z) O as well. Thus,u(:c) = u(-1)(-:c)P

a_(-:c)~.

From 1), 2) and Lemma 1, u(:c) = a.l:cl ~, where
a. = a+ for = > 0 and a. = a_ for :c < O. We
~ =a"l:cl~,8 is inobserve that since u(kx) = a.kPl=l
dependent of the unit of:c, and clearly independent of
the unit of u.
Theorem 2 If the independent continuum is a ratio
scale and the dependent continuum an interval scale,
then either u(:c) = 41oglxI + 8., where ~ is independent of the unit of the independent quantity and
where 8. = 8+ for x > 0 and 8. = t3_ for x < O,
or u(=) = 4.1zla + a, where4. = 4+ for x > 0 and
4. = 4_ for x < O, 8 is independent of the units of the
both quantities, and 6 is independent of the unit of the
independent quantity.
Proof. In solving Constraint 2, there are two possibilities to consider.
1) If K(k) -- 1 for any k, then define v(:c) = e"(’).
Constraint 2 becomes v(kx) = D(k)v(:c),
D(k) = eC(k) > 0 and v is continuous, positive
non constant because u is continuous and non constant. By Theorem 1, v(:c) = v,l:cl ~, where4 is
independent of the unit of x and 7. = 7+ > 0 for
x >_ 0 and 7. = 7- > 0 for x < 0 because, by definition, v > O. Taking logarithms, u(x) = slog I:c1+8.,
where 8, = 1og7.,8. = 13+ for :c > 0 and 8. = 8for z < O.
2) If K(k) ~ 1 for some k, then let u and u*
two different solutions to the problem, and define
w = u* - u. It follows immediately from Constraint 2 that w must satisfy the functional constraint w(k:c) = K(k)w(z). Since both u
are continuous, so is w; however, it may be a constant. Since K(k) ~ 1, it is clear that the only
constant solution is w = O, and this is impossible
since u and u* were chosen to be different. Thus,
by Theorem I, w(x) 4,1:cl.. Substituting th is
into the functional constraint for w, it follows that
K(k) = #. Then s etting x = 0 in Constraint 2, we

obtain C(k)= u(0)(1 - k~). W~nowobservethat
~ + 6, where4. =~+for :c >_0 and
u(:c) = ~.1=1
~. = 4_ for x < 0 and where 6 = u(O), is a solution

to Constrain[ 2:

~ + 6 = ~,kalxla+ u(O)ka+ u(O)
u(kx)-- ~,k"lxl
u(O)k~ = k#u(z) u(0)(1 - k#) = K(k)u(x) + C(
Any other solutions is of the same form because

~*(x)= u(x) + w(x)- p + ~ +~’lxl a=
(~, + a’)[xla + ~. It is easyto see that 6 is independentof the unit of x and 1~ is independent of the
both units.
Theorem 3 If the independent continuum is an interval scale, then it is impossible for the dependent continuum to be a ratio scale.
Proof. Let c = 0 in Constraint 3, then by TheoremI we
know that the unique admissible function for u(x) under this condition is that u(x) = c~. Ixla. Nowset k = 1
a a,
and c ~ 0 in Constraint 3: ~,lx+cl
= g(x, c)~,lxl
so Ix +cl =K(1,c)l/alxl, which implies x has two
constant values, contradictory to our assumption that
both continua have more than two points. Accordingly,
the function u(z) admissible under any combination
values of k and c does not exist.
Theorem 4 If the independent and dependent continua are both interval scales, then u(x) ~,lzl + f~,
where a. = c~+ for x >>_0 and or. = ~_ for z < 0 and
where ~ is independent of the unit of the independent
quantity.
Proof. If we let e = O, then Constraint 4 reduces to
Constraint ~ and so Theorem 2 applies. If u(z)
aloglx[ +#., then choosing k = 1 and c ~ 0 in Constraint 4 yields a log Ix + cI + f~. = K(1, e)~ log I~1
K(1,e)#, + C(1,e). By taking the derivative with respect to r except at x = 0 and x = -c, it is easy
to see that z must be a constant, which is impossible. Thus, we must conclude that u(z) = ~.lxl ~ + ~.
Again, set k = 1 and c ~ O, a,l~ + el ~ + fl =
K(1,e)~.lzl ~ + K(1,e)~ + C(1,e). If’~ ¢ 1, then differentiate with respect to x except at x = 0 and x = -c:
a,rlx + cl~-1 = K(1,c)a.Tlxl~-I which implies x is
one of the two constants, so we must conclude -/= 1.
It is easy to see that u(x) = a, lxl +#,where or. = o~+
for x > 0 and or, = oe_ for z < O, satisfies Constraint

4.
The results of these theorems are summarized in
Table 3. The impossibility of the definition of a ratio scale from an interval scale is because the ratio
scale involves the information of an absolute origin,
but the interval scale does not. Every elementary laws
in physics follows this table. Lute enumerated such examples as follows(Lute 1959). The quantities entering
into Coulomb’s law, Ohm’s law and Newton’s gravitation law are all ratio scales, and the formula of each
law is a power function which follows the formula of
Eq.1 in the table. Additional examples of Eq.1 can
be seen in geometry. The volume of a sphere upon its
radius and the area of a square on its side are such
samples, since length, area and volume are all ratio
scales. Other representative physical quantities such
aa energy and entropy are interval scales, and we see

examples of Eqs.2.1 and 2.2 for laws associated with
those. The total energy U of a body having a constant
mass m and moving at velocity v is U = my2~2 + P,
where P is the potential energy. If the temperature
of a perfect gas is constant, then the entropy E of
the gas aa a function of the pressure p is of the form
E = -Rlogp + E’, where R and E’ are Boltzmann’s
constant and a reference value of entropy respectively.
As an example of Eq.4, there is the relation x = vt+xo
for a particle movingat its constant velocity v, where
x is the position at the present time t and x0 is the
initial position z, x0 and t are all interval scales here.
The examplesof this table are not limited to the physical and geometrical domains. In psychophysics, Fechner’s law states that the sound tone s of humansensing
(proportional to the order of white keys of a piano)
proportional to the logarithm of the sound frequency
f, i.e., s = alogf+~, where s is an interval scale, and
f is a ratio scale.
Finally, the following important consequence should
be indicated.
Theorem 5 A absolute scale quantity can have functional relations of any continuous formulae with other
absolute scale quantities.
Proof. Whenan independent quantity x and the de.
pendent quantity u(x) are absolute scale quantities,
both of them have the group structure of x’ = z and
u(z’) = u(x). Any continuous formulae of u(x) satisfy
the constraints.
For example, the behavior solution of the simple pendulum of Fig. 1 is 0 = sin(t(g/l)l/2).
The triangular
function sin which does not belong to Table 3 can hold,
because 0 and t(g/l)V2 are dimensionless, i.e., absolute scale.

Theory and Method to Derive Possible
Law Equations
As explained in the first section, a complete process
in a system forms an ensemble, and is represented
as a complete equation ¢(Xl, 12, ..., zn) = 0(Bhaskar
& Nigam 1990). Within an ensemble, some regimes
exist. Each regime represents a decomposable subprocess which corresponds to a dimensionless quantity
IIi(i = 1, ..., k) where k = n - r. IIi and other quantities 11~, 12~, ..., zm~having their scales form a complete
equation pi(IIi,xli,x2i,...,xrm)
= where mi< u.
Furthermore, IIi for all regimes in an ensemble forms
their complete equation F(IIt, ii2, ...,IIk)= 0 on the
basis of Buckingham’s If-theorem(Buckingham 1914).
Therefore, the ensemble¢(Xl, Xl, ...,Xn)
---~ 0 can be
decomposedinto the following set of equations.
{pi(IIi, zl,, x~.,, ..., xm,)- 0li = 1, ..., k},
F(IIl,II2, .... ,IIk)=
The basic formula of each pi can be derived by the
principle in the previous section, if we knowthe types
of scales of 11~, 12~, ..., Xrm.However,the formula of F
can not be determined because of Theorem 5.
Washio
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Table 3: The possible relations satisfying the scale characteristics
Scale Types
gq. Independent
Dependent
No. variable
(Defined)
variable
1
ratio
ratio
2.1 ratio
interval

2.2
3
4

interval
interval

ratio
interval

Possible Relations

Comments*

u(x) a= cr,[zl
u(z) = a log I +/3,

~(~)= ~,l~f~ +~
impossible
u(x) = c~,lxI +

1) The notations a,,/~, are a+,j3+ for x > 0 and a-,fl_ for x < 0, respectively.
2) The notations a/x means"a is independent of the unit x".

Scale-Based
Reasoning
within
a Regime
This subsection describes the theory and the method
of scale-based reasoning which uses a priori knowledge
of quantity scales (not the knowledgeof physics) to derive the formula of Pi for a given regime is described.
The product theorem is extended to include interval
scale quantities. The principle of the extension is a
certain symmetrythat the relations given in Table 3
must hold for each pair of quantities in a regime. First,
we settle the following lemma.
Lem.ma3 Given a set of quantities forming a regime
where some quantities are interval scales and the others
ratio scales, the relations of y = aloglzi] +/3, and
y = a, [zj I O + 6(i y£ j) from any two independent ratio
scales zi and zj to any one dependent interval scale y
are not allowed to coexist in the same regime.
Proof.
Assume that y = alog[zi] +/3, and y - ot, lzjl ~ + 6
coexist in a regime. By casting ot and/3, of the former
p + e’) respectively, we
with(alz¢lo + c) and (~’1=¢1
obtainy - (alz¢l" + e)loglzd+ (a’lz¢]~+e’). This
formula satisfies the relation from zi to y when zj is
constant. It also satisfies the relation from z i to y by
letting a, = alog I=~1+a’ and 6 = clog I=il+c’, while
holding xi constant. However, by solving this formula
with zi, zi = +e{(y-a’l~’l~-e’)}/{(al~Ap+e)} is derived.
This is different from the admissible relation between
the two ratio scales, zj = a.’ z., 0’ in Table 3 for any
values of a,a~,c and e’, and so it is contradictory. By
casting (a log Iz~l+b) and (at log Ix~l+b’) to ~, and
of the latter respectively, the same discussion leads to
the contradictions to Table 3 of the relations between
the two ratio scales.
Next, the extension of the product theorem is derived.
Theorem 6
Given a set of quantities O = {zl,X2,...,~:m} forming a regime where some quantities are interval scales
and the others ratio scales, the relation f = 0 among
zl, z2, ..., z,~, has either one of the two forms.
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Y(*x,*2, ..., =,0= ( 1-I I*,1~’)(~/,.jl.jl +
a~j Eli

(i)

+ ~ bkl~kl+ c2
~.kEl2

f(xl, z2,...,

xrn) = E ai log I~,1 + ~ b~ I=~1 + e, (ii)

Here, R is a set of quantities of ratio scale in Q, and
I is a set of all quantities of interval scale in Q. Also,
I1 and I2 are any partition of I where I~ + 1~ = I.
Proof. The following two cases are considered based on
Lemma 8.
1) When the relation from every xi fi R to every
xa ~ I is given as zh = o~.h~lx~[a~’ + 6h~, by casting
o~.h~ and 6h~ of this formula with (a.h~l$ilO~ +c,h~)
and (an, lz~l~"~+ cn~)respectively where xi ~ R and
i # j, we obtain

¯ ~ = (a,h~Iz~ ~ +c,~)1~ I~’+ (%
I~~ +%)

Thoughthis formula satisfies the both relations from
zl to z^ and from z~ to =h, the relation between
the two ratio scales, z1 = c~,l=ila holds only when
e. h~ -- ahj = O. Hence,zh = a.hS I zil ~’, ]zj ]~ +chj.
This must hold for every ~.i ~ R, therefore
zn = A,h( H I=il °"’) + Ch.
~riER

The relation from every zj ~ I to ~ is given as
=h = a.h~Iz~l + ~h~. By casting A. h and Ch with
(a*h~ Ix¢l+ b,n~)and (ah~ Iz~l+ bh~) respectively,

Zh= (a.h s Izjl + b, ~)(1-I Iz, "",) +(ahj I=~1 +%)
is

derived. Thoughthis satisfies the admissible relations from every zi ~ R to Zh and from z I to zh,
the admissible relation from every zi ~ R to zj holds
only when a,h~ = 0 or ah~ = O. Thus, one of the
followings holds.
~h

°~’)
I=~1

= b*hj(
xi~R

+ (ah,]xJ

[ + bhs)"

(a),

Xh=(a,h~lXjl+b,h,)(

H Ixilahi)Wbh’
zifiR

For ~he former formula (a), by casting b.hj , ah~
and bh, with (a,hklXkl + b.hk), (ahklXkl + bhk)

is derived. Thoughthis satisfies the admissible relation from every zi ~ R to zh and x1 to zh, the relation between every z, G R and z~, z1 = alog Izi]+/3,
is maintained only when every a.hi = O. Hence,

¯ h- ~b,n~logI~,1+ a,~j

(a~hklzkl + b~k) respectively where x~ e I and j ¢ k,
the following relation is obtained.

¯ ""’
h=)(a,h~l~l
+b,h~)(IXI~’t

Again,

~
a¯

by
, casting b.hl
t

+{(a~lxk[+ bh~)lz~l+ (a~ Izk[+ b~)}.
Thoughthis formula satisfies the admissible relations
from every x, E R, zj and zk to xh, the relation between x$ and xk, xk = ~, Ixjl+fl, is maintained only
when ahk = O. Thus,

The relation from every zi E R to xk holds only when
a,nk = 0 or a’h~ = 0 similarly to the above discusstart, and hence
Zh-" b.h, (I-L:,fiR x’ Iah’ )+(bh, Iz~l +a~
, Ixkl + b~, ),
or

xh= (a.h, lxkl+b.h,)(IXIx’l~’)+(bh’l~jl+b’h,)"
The same discussion ~s made for the formula (b),
and the followings are derived.

+(an,lxkl+ bh,), or
"~’)+ bh,.
xh= (b.h,I~jl+ a.~,, Ixkl+ b.~,,)(IXI~d
xiER

This must hold for every zj G I (j ~ h), therefore

xn = (II Ix, l~’)( ~ b.h,l~l+c.h~)
XiER

+

ZjE(It--{Xh})

~ bh, I~kl + en~

~he(/2--(~h})
By moving x~ to r.h.s., the formula (i) is obtained.
~) When the relation from every zi G R to every
zh ~ I is given as Zh = ah, log Izil+/3.h~, by casting
ah, and/3,h, of this formula with (ahi log I~1+ eh,)
and (a.h~ loglz~l + C, hl) respectively where zi ~ R
and i¢ j, we obtain
zh = (ah, log Iz~l+ ehl) log I~,1+a.h, logIz~l+c.n~.
Thoughthis formula satisfies the both relations from
z, G R and x1 to zh, the relation between two ratio scales, ~ = a.lz, l ~ holds only when ahj = O.
Hence, zh = ch~ log[~,l + a.h, loglz~[ + c.h~. This
must hold Jot every zi ~ R, therefore
xh = E a*h’ log IZ’I

+ C.h.

zi~R

The relation

from every xj 6 I to Zh is given as
~n = ~.n, I=~1+#h~.Bycasting a.h~ and C.h with

(a.h,Iz~l+ b. h,)and(a.’~,Iz~l+ b.’h,)respectively,
¯ h - ~ (a,h, Ix~l+ b.h./)log Ix, l+(a,~,~l~:~
}+b,~,~).

and b.’h,

with

(a.h,l~l
+b.h,), (a.h, lZ~l+ *h,) and(a.~,l~l+
II
zh = ~ (a.h, lx~ I + b.h,)log I~/I
xi~R

Thoughthis formula satisfies the admissible relations
from every zi ~ R, z1 and z~ to xh, the relations between every z, ~ R and z~, z~ = aloglzi I +/3 and
between z~ and z~, z~ = ~.lz~l +/3, are maintained
only when a.h, = a.~h, = O. Thus,

zh=~b,,,, logI~:,1+b,k,Iz¢l+a,Z,I~I + b,~,.
xifiR

This must hold for every zj ~ [, therefore

~’)
zh= (b,h,lx~l + b.~,,)( 1"IIxil
xiER

hi ’

bt

b.h~) respectively where z~ ~ R and j ¢ k, the following relation is obtained.

Zh-- (a.h~lZkl
+ b.h~)(1-[ ~’)
IZ’l
xiER

Ixjl + b,~j.

xi~R

Xj~(I--{X~,})

By moving ~:h to r.h.s.,

the formula (iO is obtained.

Theorem 7 If R = ~, i.e., I = Q, in Theorem 6 then
the relation f = 0 amongx~,..., x,n has the following
form.

f(zl,Z2,...,~,0 = ~ b.,logl~,l +~.
xiER

Proof. The first term associated with R in each formula of (i) and (it) of Theorem6 is neglected because
of R = ¢, and both formulae become as the above formula.
Now,we consider to derive the candidates of formula
f = 0 of a given regime p, where the set of quantities
except dimensionless II in p is Q = {z~, ..., zm}. The
following algorithm based on the product theorem and
the above theorems 6 and 7 derives the candidates.
Algorithm 1
(Step 1) Q= {zt,...,zm},
S= ¢. Let Rbeasetof
all quantities of ratio scale in Q. Let I be
a set of all quantities of interval scale in Q.
(Step 2) If I = ¢
Based on the product theorem,
push the following to S.

f(~’~’""~)= YII~,1~’ + *, = 0.}
xi~R

else if R = ¢ {
Push the relation of theorem 7 to S.}
else {
Enumerate candidate relations of (i)
in theorem 6 for all binary partitions
Washio
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{11, I2} of I, and push those
candidates to S.
Push the relation of (ii)
in theorem 6 to S.}
The candidates is rested in the list S. The result of S
is sound, since the soundness is ensured by the product theorem, the theorems 6 and 7. The complexity
of this algorithm is low except the enumeration of all
binary partitions {It, 12} of I, where the complexity
is O(21zl). The exchange of/1 and I2 essentially gives
an equivalent relation with the original relation (i)
the theorem 6, as it is easily understood by the form
of the relation. Therefore, the complexity reduces to
O(2111-1). In any case, it is not very problematic, because the size of a regime is generally quite limited.
Weimplemented this algorithm by using a commercial formula-processing package Maple V(Char 1991).
This algorithm have been tested by various physical
laws. The following is the example of the ideal gas
equation which forms a unique regime. A regime involving four quantities of pressure p, volume v, mass
m and temperature t is given, thus R = {p,v,m,t}.
The quantities p, v and m are ratio scales, while only
t is an interval scale unless it is absolute temperature.
Weassumed the positive sign of p, v and m in advance,
hence the solutions for their negative values were omitted. The algorithm figured out the two candidate relations.
0 = elpalva~ma3 + bit + c2.
Consequently, the following candidate was obtained.
f,va ~ = m_aS( bl~ + c2).
Cl

Next, another candidate was found.
0 = at logp + a2 logv + aa logm+ bt * t + c.
pa’va~

= m-as

exp(-blt - c).

The former solution reflects the right formula of the
ideal gas equation, when the temperature is not absolute one. Once the candidate formulae of a regime are
determined, the correct formula and the values of its
coefficients must be specified in data-driven manner.
Data-Driven
Reasoning
on Ensemble
Scale-based reasoning can derive the basic formula representing a regime without using any knowledge about
its structure. However, more insights on the objective system are definitely needed to determine the formula of the entire ensemble due to Theorem 5. To
do so, the introduction of a priori knowledgesuch as
symmetry of the system is a choice. But, this direction will limit the applicability of the methodto more
ambiguous domain like psychophysics and sociology.
Accordingly, we chose a data-driven approach of the
formula identification for an ensemble. In this frame
work, the knowledge of dimensions of quantities and
the number of basic dimensions, r, are not given but
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only the knowledgeof scales. Accordingly, the regimes
and their number, k (=n-r), must be interpreted by using the given measurement data based on the following
alternative definition of regimes.
Definition 1
A regime is a subsystem, where the relation among
quantities follows either of the product theorem, theorem 6 and 7, of a given complete equation.
This definition of a regime yields an significant advantage to relax the limitation of the assumption 3
mentioned in the first section. Consider the example of convection heat transfer coefficient given by
Kalagnanam et al.(Kalagnanam, Itenrion, & Subrahmanian 1994) The heat transfer from a fluid to a pipe
wall takes place through convection whena fluid forced
through a pipe. A complete equation for this phenomenonunder the turbulent flow is knownas follows.
°’4
Hx = 0.023H~°’sII3
hD 112 = Dvpand H3---~k-~"
where H1 = "X’-,
h is the convection heat transfer coefficient dependent
to the other quantities. D and V are diameter of pipe
and velocity of stream, m, r, c and k are the material
quantities of the fluid, i.e., viscosity, density, specific
heat and thermal conductivity respectively. The number of quantities and that of the basic dimensions are
n = 7 and r = 4 respectively.
Hence, three (k = 3)
regimes exist in this ensemble, and II1, H2 and 113 are
called as Nusselt’s, Reynold’s and Prandtl’s numbers
in the thermal hydraulics domain. This example violates the assumption 3, because D and m appear in
multiple regimes. However, this equation is regarded
as a unique regime in terms of the definition 1, because
it can be rewritten to follow the product theorem as:
°’4
1
k°’6V°’Sp°’Sc
--O.
°’4
hD°’2p
0.023
This case assumes the number of basic dimensions, r,
to be 6 without the knowledge of dimensions. Though
this numberis different from the actual one, it is sufficient to identify the formula of the relation among
quantities based on the knowledgeof scales and given
measurement data. Furthermore, the combined use of
the definition 1 and the assumption 4 described in the
first section completely removes the limitation of the
assumption 3. For example, consider to evaluate the
average of the convection heat transfer coefficients, ha,
for the adjacently connected two pipes having different
diameter D1 and D2. While the velocities of steam in
the two pipes, V1and Vg. becomealso different, the values of the extra material quantities are identical. Thus,
the relation amongquantities is given as follows.
k°’6p°’Sc°’4V1°’s kO’6pO’Sc°’4V2°’8
2
hap°.4D10"2

+ hap°’4D20"2

0.02----3 - O.

This seems to involve two regimes containing k, p, c,
ha and p in common. However, when the relation between D1 and V1 is measured while fixing the values

of k, p, c, ha, p, D2 and I/’2 under the assumption 4,
the part of D1, V1is identified as a regime by the definition 1. The regime of D2, Vs is also identified in the
same manner. Moreover, the relation among k, p, c,
ha and p is regarded as a regime by the measurement
under fixing the values of D1, V1, Ds and V2. Thus,
we obtain the following interpretation.
2
lI31"I1+ Hal’Is;,
- 0
0.023
v°.a
~
and
IIs
= h,ko,epo.sco,4
po.,
whereIIz = ~-----~.2,1-I2 = D2O.2
Consequently, the following proposition can be stated.
Proposition 1
Given an ensemble ¢(Zl,Z2,...zn)
= 0, its following decomposition into regimes always exists.
F(IIl,II2,...,IIk)
= 0 and {p/(IIi,Zl~,Z2~,...zrm)
0li = 1,...,k}, where {Q, IQ, = {zz,,zz,,...Zm,},i
=
1,...,k} is a partition of entire quantity set E =

x2,
Once each regime is identified, an absolute scale
quantity must be defined in each regime, and their
mutual relation F(IIz, II~, ..., IIk)= 0 is searched by
certain procedure. Based on these considerations, the
following algorithm to identify the formula of a given
complete equation has been constructed.
Algorithm 2
(Step 1) E = {zz,z2, ...Zn}, LE = ¢ and k = 1.
(Step 2) Repeat until k becomes equal to n.
Repeat for every partition rl of E
whereII’i[ - k. {
Repeat for every Qij E ri(j = 1, ...ik).
Apply the algorithm 1 to Qij.
Test each solution in S through the
least square fitting to the measured
data under some sets of values of
quantities in (E - Qij).
If somesolutions are accepted,
substitute them to a list LQi~.}
If every LQij ¢ ¢, let a list

Lrl = e j = 1, ...,

k}.

Push LFi to LE.}
If LE ¢ ¢, go to (Step 3), else k = k + 1.}
(Step 3) Repeat for every LFi in LE. {
Repeat for every LQij in Lri(j = 1, ..., k).
Repeat for every solution of a regime,
sij, in LQii. {
Deterrmne an absolute scale quantitiy
II(sij) based on the coefficients of sij
evaluated through the least square
fitting to the measured data.}}}
(Step 4) Repeat for every LFi in LE. {
Take Cartesian products LPi = LQi~ ×
LQi2 × "’" × LQik in LFi.
Repeatfor every {si~, si2, ..., sik } E LPi. {
Determine the formula F(II(si,),

...,

= 0}}

More concrete contents of
strated through an example
law. This relates the initial
stances TI and T2 with their
have been combined. This

T:

=

+

,

this algorithm are demonof Black’s specific heat
temperatures of two subtemperature T! after they
law has the formula of

Ms))T1

+

w~.M2))T2 where Mz and Ms are the masses of the two
substances, and Wl and ws are their specific heat coefficients. The conditions of M1= 0.5M2 and Wl = w~
are applied in our example. In (Step 1), the set
measured quantities E is set as {TI, T1, T2, M1, M2).
(Step 2) is the process to enumerate all partitions
E where each subset of E is interpreted as a regime
in terms of the definition 1. The data for each quantity in E is measured with almost 2%relative noise in
our demonstration. The goodness of the least square
fitting of each candidate solution derived by the algorithm 1 is checked through the F-test which is a statistical hypothesis test to judge if the measured data
follows the solution. If a parameter is close enough to
an integer value, then the parameter is forced to be
the integer, because the parameter having an integer
value is quite commonin various domains. Every partition Gammai,where all of its subsets are judged to
be regimes, is searched in an ascending order of the cardinal number k of the partition. Once such partitions
are found at the level of the certain cardinal number,
(Step 2) is finished at that level to obtain the solutions
of the ensembles involving the least numberof regimes.
This criterion decreases the ambiguity of the formula
of the ensemble by reducing the number of the absolute scale quantities in it. In the current example, only
the partition of {{Tf, T1, T2}, {M1, M2}}is accepted
at the least cardinal number, k = 2. All quantities in
the former regime are of interval scale, and those in the
latter are of ratio scale, and thus the formula of these
regimes are enumerated as:
T! = biT1 + b2T2 + el,
M~M~2 + cz : O.
Their more specific formulae are identified through the
data fitting as follows.
1 + Cl = O.
TI = bzT1 + bg.Ts,
MzM~
(Step 3) defines an absolute scale quantity II for each
regime. The definition can be made in various ways. In
our approach, a parameter in a regime, which is variable by the influence from the other regimes, is chosen
to be a II, and the other variable parameters in the
regime are evaluated in terms of the II. In the current example, both of bz and bs in the former regime
are observed to be variable depending on the values of
M1and Ms. Accordingly, many data of {bt,b2) are
evaluated through fitting to the measured data of TI,
T1 and T2 under various values of Mz and Ms. Then,
bt is chosen to be the IIz of the regime, and various
formulae of f(II1) are tested for b2 through the F-test
of the least square fitting to the data of {b], b2}. The
class of f(II1) is limited to polynomial and meromorphic formulae in our current study. The following is
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the most simple formula accepted in the test.
bx -- H1,
b2 = 1- IIx.
For the latter regime, cl is uniquely chosen to be the
H2.
(Step 4) searches the relation of each ensemble
found in the preceding steps. In the example under consideration, first, many data of {H1,H2) are
obtained by applying various combinations of values
of {TI,T1,T2,
M1,M2}. Then various formulae of
F(H1,H2) -- 0 are tested for the ensemble while limiting the class of F to polynomial and meromorphic
formulae. The most simple formula accepted is as follows.
H1H2-- II1 -- H2 = 0.
By combining above formulae, the familiar equation
of the Black’s specific heat law under the condition of
wl = w~ is obtained.
M1
M2
T! - Mt + M2TI + MI + M2T2.

Discussions

and Related

Work

The basic principle of the scale-based reasoning we proposed is the isomophic symmetry of the equation formula under the admissible scale conversions of the ratio
and interval types. This constraint strongly restricts
the possible shapes of the equations. In this sense,
the fundamental principle of our approach is analogous
to the symmetry-based reasoning proposed by Ishida
[Ishida 1995]. However, the source of the symmetryin
our case is independent from the features of the objective system, while his approach uses the symmetries
intrinsic to the system.
One of the basic principle of the dimension analysis
is the product theorem. Because this theorem holds
only for ratio scales, the applicability of the dimension
analysis is limited to certain domains. It requires the
knowledgeof the unit structure which carries the information of the physical relation amongquantities as
we explained for the case of f = ms, and this feature
also limit its applicability. Obviously, the scale-based
reasoning can be applied to diverse domains such as
Fechner’s law in psychophysics, because it utilizes only
the features of quantity scales for the part of the identification of regimes.
The data-driven approaches taken in BACON(Langley & Zytkow 1989) and some other works(Li & Biswas
1995) have the wide applicability. However,their solutions are not ensured in terms of soundness. Although
our approach is also data-driven in some extent, the
solutions for the regimes are guaranteed to be sound,
because the product theorem, the theorems 6 and 7
cover all possibility of relations in the regimes. These
theorems are expected to contribute to manyfields of
qualitative reasoning and knowledge discovery. While
the complexity of the algorithm 1 becomes quite high
for a morelarge scale system, it wouldbe still less than
that of BACON,because this can reduce the search
space of the relations of the ensemble by the identification of regimes in advance.
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Conclusion
The major characteristics of our approach are summarized as follows.
1) The sound solutions of basic formulae of law equations within a regime are provided by using only the
knowledgeof quantity scales.
2) An ensemble and its regimes in the objective system
are identified from the empirical data.
3) The applicability is not limited to well-defined domains, since the method does not require a priori
knowledgeexcept the knowledge of quantity scales.
The scale-based reasoning may provide a basis to develop qualitative models of ambiguous domains such
as biology, psychology, economics and social science.
This will also contribute the research area of knowledge discovery.
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